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About This Game

From the creators of Epic Battle Simulator, comes Epic Battle Simulator 2, the most accurate battle simulation game !

Form your strategies, choose your troops and place them wisely on the battlefield and beat every opponent !
Play against levels, custom and real-time multiplayer !

You can now totally improve your army, watch ragdoll effects and play multiplayer mode, created just for you with advanced
matchmaking algorithms.

With the improved graphics and the enhanced intelligence of the bots, you can now experience ultimate battle simulations !

Features:
- Ragdoll and physics effects !
- Advanced army placement !

- Army upgrade up to three levels, with awesome gear and stats improvements !
- Advanced multiplayer ranking system for better matchmaking and custom leader-board !

- Well-made, improved graphics to make the battle cooler that ever !
- Smarter troops to achieve the most accurate battle simulation !

- Awesome sounds and music variety !

New troops added every week! Got a suggestion? Send us a message and maybe the new troop will be yours!!
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Title: Epic Battle Simulator 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Rappid Studios
Publisher:
Rappid Studios
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz or Faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Bought as Founder Pack with the intention that it was to be removed when the game went free to play.

Now it's free-to-play and has been rebranded Premium Pack I.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, Blackspot.. Are you subscribed to PewDiePie?
lmao 10/10. Alien Arena is a awesome game with a vibrant community. It is a game with humor and skill and there are many
game modes you can play. The bots are though enough to give the best a challenge but the real deal is with human players. There
are a tons of funny elements in the game, just see the screenshots. It is one of the best games out there. The guns are fun and
you better have to find a big gun to be more powerful. Capture the flag is fun too, will you run or do you like defending? Some
game modes give you guns so it is just start shooting your enemies. If you have the skill you could try one of the many tourneys
(everyone is welcome), try to win one? Be ready to fight through the aliens are not very nice and haunt everyone down with their
guns. Will you be able to defeat the aliens, play and find out.... This is a fun and challenging shoot 'em up. Originally developed
in 1993 (although only recently released) it uses a retro style it reminds me of games like Xenon II. The weapons are fun and
unique and each level has a different design providing interesting challenges.

This game feels like old school shooters you used to play on your Megadrive (or Genesis), only updated for the modern era. The
weapon options are interesting, each one providing an interesting way to make bad guys explode. The level design is fantastic,
each level having a specific theme and an interesting challenge. It's not the most hardcore bullet hell I've played, but it still
provides an interesting challenge for fans of the genre.

The shield mechanic is interesting - you can leave it spinning or you can take control of it. It only protects you from specific
angles and can be used to prevent small bullets from making contact. As you take more damage your shield shrinks, so it also
acts as an indicator of your current health.

The game also has checkpoints, saves, and you can play the four different worlds in any order so it is less challenging than old-
skool shooters in that respect. This is probably a good thing for the modern gamer in my opinion, and doesn't detract from the
experience in my opinion.

It has some interesting achievements that provide extra challenges, which helps to increase its replay value.

If you're a fan of old school shoot em ups and want a sense of nostalgia with something fresh at the same time, I highly
recommend this game.. its very nice,good but were is the tutorial?
good graphics and 3d makes it much easyer.
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This game is neat! It feels highly polished already and it just released. I spent at least a few minutes just waving the fans around
feeling like a geisha. There is a handle underneath the table that adjust's it's height! Just stoop down and look under it. I'm so
impressed and immediately feel like I already got my moneys worth and I only played two levels so far, I will difinitely be
playing more of this. So glad I took a chance on it, and you should too.,. if you like diablo you might like this its pretty good
what i suggest doing before you leave and go to the town of grove and getting all the master quests and then go to the town of
grove once your in the town of grove youll find portal medallions which you have to be certain levels for once your a certain
level you go in the portal that the medallion summons and you pick up quests from there and finish the master quests and finally
defeat nemises. Need 3 or 4 players, otherwise near impossible to progress past 4th or 5th level.. After the first battle, this is
another beautiful DLC. Especially if you love the Kharkov Operations.

Playing on hard AI as the Germans I still feel sorry for the Soviet 6th gds Calvary forces. At least for the vanguard anyway. The
German forces are formidable when entrenched. I got lucky with my pre-planned artillery strikes and the defilades\/enfilades
were carefully layed out with timed "fire at will" selections. The smoke screens were flukes but I exploited them for well timed
falling back tactics into ravines and up into little villages on reverse slopes.

The snow started gently falling amidst the ensuing battle.

Anyone who is an Eastern Front fan and has not played Mius Front does not know what they are missing.

This game (if I can use the term) keeps getting better and better upon every DLC release.

What an unbelievable wargame.

Thank You Graviteam: Tactics. this would be a ok game if it was free there are better games out there for free with better
graphics and so on for the price diffo not worth it and seems to be rushed out and not finished and diffo noth worth that maount
of money so will be getting a refund as you cant get in a game and play with your friends at all just about a SOLO ROUND.
Grief this is good as hell. I want more of these soundtrack. trial & error with a neat presentation. I'm sorry to be a spoilt brat, but
I find this game to be an absolute pile of hot garbage! I always like to try and see the good in things but I cannot list one damn
thing that I liked about this game aside from uninstalling it!
So many bloody annoying things with this game that I can't be arsed to list, it's just left me raging!
I can see the direction that this game is trying to go to, but it won't ever get there, it's just too fricken boring, not creepy or
atmospheric in the least and the slow keister walking pace is enough for me to want to throw my PC outta the bloody window
The camera battery drain is feeble as all hell, the way that it starts charging from 0 even if you're at 60% annoys the baps offa
me! Ain't nobody got time for that!
I usually love these kind of games, but I found this one badly designed and irritating. (I shouldn't be such a salty bish because I
know that I couldn't make a game myself so at least someone had a shot at it)
I only paid a few pennies for this out of my Steam wallet from my badge sales, so whatever, I'm not that bothered, I just wish
that I could have gotten into it a bit more instead of wanting to pull my hair out and kick a MoFo in da nuts! :P. Missions are
boring and short

there are not even 10 missions and most of the missions only take 2 to 3 minutes to complete

game is full of bugs

you can take a firehose out of one of the trucks (no mission needs this its just for show)
and attach it to the back of the truck and now the worst part YOU HAVE A NOSLE IN YOUR HANDS WITH AN
INVISIBLE HOSE AND UNLIMITED LENGTH

or the game says enter fire truck 2 but you should enter truck 3

on fire truck 9 when you drive it the iner wheels dont turn
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this game feels more like a DEMO
. I love the software it is so easy to use, cheap and for great for a beginner (like me) in recording! It is exactly what I needed.
And it has other options like letting me trim my video at the end. Pretty excited to start capturing my gameplay (and other
things,too.)
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